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LOG-AEITIIMS.
liU. i^rj^L^n

3

1. The oouimon logarithm of a number is the index of the
^elS^'^'^™

' power to which tea must be raised in order to produce that .

humber; so that Th the equation

10^ = a,

X is the logarithm of the number a, and this is written

I *

I

i

X = log a.

/HJJJ

2. The logarithms of numbers which are integral powers of

ten are immediately known ; for example :

10^ = 1000,



/

negative, the decimal part remaining always positive, and

the negative sign is written over the integral part to indicate

this :

"t Thus, log 0-05 = -(1-30103)

== -1 _ 30103

<, = -2 + (1 _ O30103)

= -2 4- 0-69897

and this is written = 2-G9897.

With this convention, the integral part of the logarithm is

called the characteristic, and the decimal part the mantissa.

4. Since numbers which have (/i -{- 1) figures in their

integral part commence with 10" and run up to 10""f"^, their

logarithms will commence with n and run up to (/i -(- 1), and

the characteristic for all such numbers will therefore be n-

Again, since pure decimals in which the first significant

digit occurs iu the nth place from the decimal point commence

with 10""" and run up to 10~("'~~^), their logarithms will

commence with — n and run up to — («—1), that is, will

be — ri increased by some decimal, and the characteristic for

all such will therefore be n. Hence we have the following

rule for finding the characteristic of the logarithm for any

number.

iMhf^tho -^ '^'^ ^^"^^''^ ^^ <^'* inteffcr or a mixed nvmher, the

ciiarautoiij- characteristic is positive and is less hi/ uniti/ than the number

of figures -in the infer/ral part; if the number be a decimal

the characteristic is the number of the place of the first signi-

ficant digit, countingfrom the decimal point, and is negative.

Thus for the following numbers

12345, 12-345, 1-23, 0-54, 0000543,

the characteristics are respectively

4, 1, 0, 1, 4.

Conversely, when a logarithm is given, the position of the

decimal point in the corresponding number depends only on

the characteristic, and we have the following rule for

placing it.

I

.4.
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Jf the characteristic he positive or zero, the numher of ^^^^^
figures in the integral part of the numher will he greater hy ^^^^
one than the characteristic; if the characteristic he negative, number.

the numher loitl he a inire decimal having its first significant

digit' in the place indicated hj the numher of the characteristic.

I 5. The following are the rules on which are founded the
{H^lf^^ft^,;

\ uses of logarithms in performing arithmetical operations. ]^^{:^^
ariUiiiis in

uritlimi'lical

(1) log (a o) = log a + log &.

' Let

SO that

Then,

so that

or,

(2)..

Let

so that

X = log a, y = log i

10-^ = a, loy = h.

X -{. tj is the logarithm of (a Z>),

log (a 6) = log a + log h.

a
•log^

X

10^

log a — log h.

log fl, y = log &,

: a, loy = &.

Then,

h IQV

a of the

1 only on

rule for

so that

or

X — 7/ is the logarithm of -

log Q} = log a — log 6.
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8. In the tables of logarithms of numbers, the mantissas Armnge-
^

^

'

_
IJIClltof

alone are Riven (exact to a certain number of decimals), and tai.i.sof

the cbaracteMstics'must be supplied by the rule of § 4, The

number of figures in the given mantissas determines the

number of (igures for which the logarithm is given with suf-

ficient accuracy in these tables. Thus when sis figures arc

given in the mantissas, the tables will bo available only for

numbers consisting of six figures or less, that is (disregard-

ing the decimal point) for numbers ranging from 1 to 1000,000.

The mantissas however arc not entered for all those numbers,

but only for those terminating in the hundreds: for the

intermediate numbers, the mantissas must be calculated by

aid of the principle that llie difference between the logarithms

of two numbers is proportional to the difference between the

numbers, when the numbers are taken sufficiently close.

Thus the difference ]>ctwccn two consecutive mantissas in the

table corresponds to a difference of 100 between the numbers,

and we obtain by a simple proportion the difference of man-

tissa corresponding to any less difference than 100 in the

numbers.

F.ff. . . Required the manfidsa for the logarithm of G75347.

From the tables,

Number, 675400; manlissa, 8295G1

"
, G75300; , 829497

Difference, 100; difference, G4

Then, by the principle,

47
required difference for 47 = j-j- X G4 = oO-08,

and therefore the mantissa for G75347 is 829497 + 30, or 829527.

In many tables, the trouble of performing the multiplica- Tabic of

tion in the above is avoided by the insertion of tables of pro- pui-ts.

jportlonal parts, in which are set down the products of the

difference for 100 by the respective units, so that these pro-

ducts can at sight be taken out and added to the mantissa.
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Thus, in the previous csamplo,

From tlie fable, Number G75300;

From tftble ofpp., for 40,

•• ••••*• If

>>l

Miinlissa, 829197

difTi-ronoo. 26-2

4.4

Therefore for Number 075317, Muntis.sa, 8i!95L:7'

According to the usual rule in decimals, in carrying out to a cer-

tain number only of places, the last figure must be incroased by 1

when the first of the neglected figures is 6 or a higher digit.

I

To take out
tilt; logiir- "" -^"^ .w.^..

...J,

number* °^ ^ number of six or less figures

9. The followins is then the rule for finding the logarithm

Disregarding the decimal point, look in the table for the

first three figures of the number in the loft-hand column, and

for the fourth figure in the top line; at the interseetion of the

corresponding line and column will bo found the mantissa;

for the fifth figure, look in the table of proportional parts and

take out the number for that column; and for the sixth figure,

also from the table of proportional parts, take out the corres-

ponding number, removing the decimal point one place to the

left. Add these two latter numbers to the mantissa previously

found, and then, by consideration of the position of the

decimal point in the original number, prefix the proper

characteristic*

* In five-figure tables, the first three figures are to be looked for

in the.lcfc-haud column, the fourth figure in the top lino, and the

fifth must be calculated for from the table of proportional parts. Iq

seven-figure tables, the first four are given in the left-hand column,

the fifth in the top line, and the sixth and seventh must be calculated

for. As the arrangement of the tables varies according to the fancy

of the compiler, the student must learn the peculiarities of the set

he uses. The remarks in the test apply to Law's Mathematical

Tables. (abridged), Toronto: Chewctt& Co. In practice, five figures

will generally be found sufficient, and in the sequel five only will be

used.

I

n
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Example. Required tho logarithm of 327'695.

From tho table, 8270.., Mantissa 516314

From ;).;»., 9 , Uiff. 119 7

6, • 66

327095, Mant. 615470

and tlio characteristic is 2; therefore tho logarithm of 327695 is

2'516470.

10. Tho reverse process of finding the number correspond- To tako out

ing to a given logarithm is perlormeu on the same principle, comsiwud-

Disrogarding the characteristic, look out in the tables for tho pven

mantissa next below the given mantissa. In the correspond-
"^'^

ing line and column will bo found the first three and tho

fourth figures of tho number. Then taking the difference

between tho mantissa thus found and the given one, and also

that between the former and the next higher in the tables

(which will bo the difference for 100 in the number), by a

simple proportion the tens and units in the required number

are found. The decimal point must then bo inserted by con-

sideration of the characteristic of the given logarithm.

Example. Find tho number corresponding to the given logarithm,

2'767198. Tho mantissa next below is 7G7156, and the correspond-

ing number is 585000. The difference between the two mantissas

is 42.

Again in tho tables,

Mantissa corresponding to 585100 is 767230

585000 " 767156

Difference of mantissa for 100 is 74

Then, by the proportion, the required difference in the number for

a difference of 42 in the mantissa is

42
100X74 = 56-7,

and the namber for this mantissa is 585000 + 57, or 585057. The

characteristic in the given logarithm being 2, the number required

will be 0585057.
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Table of ^3 jq i^q previous case, the trouble of perfomirng tlie

parts. division in the above is avoided by the tables of proportional

parts in which the quotients corresponding to the division are

set down. Thus, having taken the difference between the

given mantissa and the one next below it in the tables, look

jut in the corresponding table of proportional parts for the

number next below this difference, and the column in which

this is found gives the fifth figure : again take the difference

between the previous difference md the number found in the

table of proportional parts, and removing the decimal point ia

it one place to the right, look out again in the table of pro-

portional parts for the number nearest to it, and the column

in which this is found gives the sixth figure.

The previous example would be thus worked :

Given mantissa, 7G71 98
;

Mantissa next below, 707156, corresponding number, 5850 ..
'*

Difference 42

,

In table of p. p., diff.

next below is 370, " <(

Residual difference 5.0

This gives for the six figures, 585057, and the number required is

therefore 0585057.
*

i^^arithms
^® ^^^^^ °°^ exemplify the rules for performing arith-

in muitipii- metical operations by aid of logarithms, demonstrated in S 5,
cation. • c x: , -.1 1

using nve-iigure logarithms only.

11. To multiply numbers together.

Kule. Add the lorjarithm of the timnhcrs, and takefrom
the tahles the numhcr corrcqwnding to this swn as a logarithm.

Ex. (1). Multiply 379-45 into 2-4G72.

Number, 370-45; log, 2-57915

2-4G72; ", 0-39220((

Product, 936-16; log, 2-97135

I

(

1
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Ex. (2). Multiply 997 into 0325

Number, 997; log, 2-99870

" 00325; "
, 2 51188

Product, 32,403; log, 1-51058

Observe that the addition is + 2 + (— 2) + 0-9 . . + 05 .

,

Ex. (3). Multiply 7240000 into 93201

Number,
u

7240000; log, G.85974

03201 ;
"

,
4-96942

Product, G747S0OO0000; log, 11-82916

Here the product has 12 figures in its integral part, of which only

five are determined ; the remaining 7 being unknown are replaced by

cyphers.
*'

Ex. (4). Multiply 0-07G905 into 0000094397

Number, 0-07()905 ; log, 2-88595

" 0-000094397; ^'
, 5-9749G

Product, OO0oJo7259G; log, 6-8G091

Here the addition is — 2 — 5 + 0-8 . . + 09 .

.

12. To divide one number by another.

Eulc. Subtract the logarithm of the divisor from that of

the dividend, and takefrom the tables the number correspond-

ing to this difference as a logarithm.

Ex. (1). Divide 32-495 by 7-f'993.

Dividend, 32-495; log, 1-51182

Divisor, 7.G993; ", 0-88G45

Divisioq,

Quotient, 4-2206; log, 0-62537
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Ex. (2). Divide 27045 by 312-79.

Dividend, 2-7045; log, 0-43209

Divisor, 312-79; log, 2-49525

Quotient, 0-00864G5; log, 3-93G84

Here the subtraction is 1-43. . . . — 0-49. ... — 2 — 1.

Ex. (3). Divide 465-94 by 0-793.

Dividend, 4G5-94; log, 2-60833

Divisor, 0793 ; <'
, 1-89927

Quotient, 587-57; log, 2-7090G

Here the subtraction is 2'6. 08. ...-(-1).

1

Ex. (4). Divide 0-0037095 by 000001G05.

Dividend, 00037095; log, 35G932

Divisor, 000001G05; ",5-20548

Quotient, 231-12; log,' 236384
_•—

Here the subtraction is 0-5 — 0-2 + (— 3) —(— 5).

In cases of this kind, it may bo easier to make botli characteristics

positive by adding the same number to each : for example, add 10

in the above, and the process is

7«5.... —5-2,... =2-3....

mentd.

Use of 13, It is convenient to convert the process of subtraction

coiupie- into one of addition by the use of what is called the aritli-

metical coinpleinent. Thus if h is to be subtracted from a,

instead of subtracting 6, add 10 — i, and subtract 10 from

the result ; for

a _ 6 = a _j- (10 — i) — 10.

This quantity (10 — h) is called the arithmetical complement

of h, and is found by subtracting the first significant digit,
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-1.

13

J7

)G

!)•

).

32

48

84

3) -(-5).

li characteristics

jxainple, add 10

of subtraction

lUed the arith-

racted from a,

btract 10 from

cal complement

[gnificant digit,

i

13

beginning from the right hand, from 10, and each following

digit from 9, including, in the case of a logarithm, the char-

acteristic with its proper sign.

For example,

Number, 239-31; log, 2 -37890 ; co-log, 7.62104;

00023177; log, 340100; co-log, 12.59900.

The working of the previous examples would then stand

thus,

Ex. (I).

Dividend,

Divisor,

Ex. (2).

Dividend,

Divisor,

32-495; log, 1-51182

7-6993; co-log, 9-11355

0-62537

2-7045; log, 0-43209

312-79 ; co-log, 7-50475

3-93684

Ex. (3).

Dividend,

Divisor

465-94; log, 2-66833

0-793; co-log, 10-10073

2-76906

Ex. (4).

Dividend, 0-0037095; log, 3-56932

Divisor, 0-00001605; co-log, 14-79452

2-36384

14. To raise a number to any power.

Rule. Maltiph/ the logarithm of the numhrr htjthe power,

and take from the tables the number corresponding to this

product as a logarithm.

Involution.
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Ex. (1). Find the sixth power of 2391.

Number, 23-01; log, 1-37858

G

Eequired power, 18G840000; log, 8-27148

Here the power has 9 figures in its integr.il part, of which only

5 are tleterniined, the remaining 4 being unknown are replaced by

cj^phers.

Ex. (2). Find (0-032507)'".

Nuuibor, 0032507; log, 2-51198

10

Power= 0-0000000000000013177; log, 15- 11980

Here the multiplication is ]0(—'J) -f 10(«5. .).

Evolution. 15. To extract any root of a number.

Rule. Divide the /ojnrlfJnn "f the tnnnher hj the root,

and take ffoni the tables the number corrapondotg to this

quotient as a logarithm.

Ex. (1). Bcquired the fifth root of 2.

Number, 2 ; log, 0-30103

Required root, 1-1487; log, 0-00021

Ex. (2). Required the 8th root of 0-79033.

Number, 79G35; log, 1-00110

Root, 0-97194; log, 1-98704

Here the characteristic being negative and not exactly divisible

by the root, we add to it a sufficient number (negative) to make it
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17858

C

7148

of which only

lie replaced by

2-51198

10

15-11980

r hy the root,

oncllng to thi»

30103

0G021

•exactly divisible, and therefore the same number (positive) to the

onantissa. Thus, *

84-7 9. ,, which on division gives — 1 -f- 09 • • o^ ^"^
• •

16. As Icfore reniarlceJ, any of these operations may be JjSrona.

combined, but when more than one arithmetical conipleraent

is used, a ten must be subtracted from the result for each

complement.

^ (12045)5
Ex. (1). Find the value of

^^^.^j)^^ 5,,;.^
•

Number, 12-345; log, 109149

5 45745 5-45745

it G70-59; los, 2-8204G co-log, 7-17354

« 50-323; log, 1-70177 " , 8-29828

llequired value, 8-4961 log, 0-92922

Ex. (2). Find^n.

Number, 5; log, 0-69897

" G; co-log, 9-22185

3)1-92082

Required value, 004105; log, 1-97361

The operation here is this :

log f 5 -=
J log f

-= i (log 5 - log G).

— h (log 5 + co-log 6 — 10),-

90110

98764

jxactly divisible

live) to make it

— »

—

THE TllIGONOMETRICAL RATIOS.
-rhotrigono-

; , metrical

17. It is proved by ICuclid that in a right-angled triangle, ratios of an

when one of the other angles is given, the ratios or the sides duuued.

are also given. To these ratios, six in number, distinctive Fig. i.

^ -^>^.
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Their
nature.

}

IG

names are attached, and they are called the tri(jonomclrical

ratios of the given angle. Thus in the triangle ABV, (fig. 1)

having the angle C right, with reference to the angle A,

calling the side opposite to A the perpendicular, the other

side the base, that opposite to C being the hypothenuse, the

ratio of perpendicular to hypothenuse is called the sine of

the angle A) the ratio of perpendicular to base the tangent;

and the ratio of hypothenuse to base, the secant ; or, as they

are written,

V .^^ • A«S~y4: /i-^*/ •...f^yV,' i^fitA^/, firh. ^ ^ /

AC = ''' ^ / <X'

The other three ratios—namely :

AC AC AB
AB' B& BC

are evidently the sine, tangent, and secant with reference to

the' angle B^ and this angle being the complement of A, tho

term " sine of the complement of ^4 " is abbreviated into the

cosine of A ; and similarly the names, cotanyenty cosecant are

formed for the other two. These are written,

AO
jjj = cos A,

-jTf^
= cot Af y<^*-/.-><'/.<#y^

^^
Am — — — -^ —

-^
z= cosec A. /.

//-

c^ 4

.V 4, /

18. These ratios, when the angle is given, are independent

of the magnitude of the triangle, and are in effect determinate

positive numbers. Since the perpendicular and base are

always less than the hypothenuse, it is plain that the sines

and cosines are proper fractions, while the secants and co-

secants are whole numbers or improper fractions, but tho

tangents and cotangents may have any positive values.
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Particular
values for

90°, 0°, 45",

30°, C0°.

\

19. As the angle A increases, retaining the same hypothe- Tiic'r^

nuse, the perpendicular increases and the base diminishes vaiuu.

continually, and therefore the sine, tangent, and secant in-

crease, while the cosine, cotangent, and cosecant diminish,

and when A. approaches near to 90'^, the perpendicular

approaches to coincidence with the hypothenuse, whiW the

base vaDishes, and we have therefore for 90"^,

gin £3°= 1, tan 90^=00
, sec 90°= cc , cos 90°=: 0,

cot 90°= 0, coseo 90°= 1.

Also since 0° is the complement of 90°, these values give

cos 0°= 1, cot = oc , cosec = oc , sin = 0, tan = 0,

sec = 1.

20. The following intermediate values may be noticed.

Take a right-angled isosceles triangle (fig. 2), in which the Fig. j.

perpendicular and base are each = 1, and the hypothenuse

therefore =|/^2.

Then either angle being 45°, it is seen by inspection that

sin 45°= cos 45°= — ; tan 45°== cot 45°= 1; sec 45°

= cosec 45°= ]j/2.

Hence also the tangent of an angle less than 45° is less

than 1, and of an angle greater than 45° is greater than 1,

while the reverse is the case for the cotangent.

Again, take an equilateral triangle (fig. 3) each of whose Fig. s.

sides = 2, and from one of the vertexes drop a perpendicular

on the opposite iide ; this perpendicular bisects both the side

and the angle, giving two right-angled triangles with the

angles 30°, 60°, and i\Q length of this perpendicular is -j/S.

Hence by inspection

sin 30° or cos 60°= \ ; cos 30° or sin 60°=^

:

tan 30° or cot 60°= -^ ; cot 30° or tan G0° =t/3 :

Vz
2

sec 30° ot cosec 60°=—: : coseo 30° or sec 60°= 2.

2
""'
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Five inde- 21 It 13 also proved by Euclid that when the ratio of two
pendent re- .,,,,.. ,

lationscon- sides in a right-angled triangle is given, the angles are also

given. Consequently when any one of the six trigonometrical

ratios of an angle is given, the angle itself is determinate, and

the other five ratios can be found, flence there must bo five

independent relations connecting the six ratios of an angle.

By inspection it is seen that the sine and cosecant, the tangent

and cotange::'^ the cosine and secant are reciprocals, so that

, tall A=Bin A=

Tables of
their values.

COSOO A C3t.l'
JOS A =

iccA

Again,

eiu A AC BG , ,= — z= tan A.
COS A AU AB AC

These are four of the relations; v. afdi, connecting sine and

cosine is given by Euclid, B. I. Prop. 47*; for

and therafcra

AB^^BCJ- -{-AC^,

\AB} "^ K'ABl

= (cin Z)-^ + (-S AY,

or, as it is usually written

cin ^A -}- COS "A = 1.

Numerous othei: relations esist betwoea tlisse ratios, but they aro

all ded'jcible from the five above given, which enable us by a simple

algebraic process to express a:;y one ratio ia terms of any other.

22. The values of all these ratios are calculated for all

ang^ i between f.nd 90°, and ere entered in tables calhd

natural sines, &o. ; but those values are not so useful as the

logarithms of them which form the tables called logarithmic

sinss, &.O. Gince, however, the sines r.nd cosines are proper

fraetiono, and ao also are coma cf the tangsnts r.ncl cotangents,

* Anolder proof, not depending on this proposition, will bo sub-

eequently given.
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their logarithms will have negative characteristics, and to

avoid the inconvenience of printing these, every logarithm

of a trigonomefrical ratio is increased by 10 b'^foro being The tabular

entered in the table. To distinguish therefore the real logar- d|^u"gu,"h-*'

ithm from that given in the tables, the latter will always be ,'ean;;^l!°

written with an italic capital L, and it must always be borne >*!"«.

in mind that 10 is to be taken from each such logarithm when

used instead of the real logarithm, the operation being either

expressed or understood.

For instance

AIbo,

Bin 30° = J = 05

log sin 30° = log (0 5) = T-69897

L sin 30° = 969897.

tan 45° = 1,

log tan 45° = 0,

i; tan 45° = 10 00000.

//

23. Again, since

sin ^ X cosec ^1 = 1, we have

log sin A -\- log cosec A =^ 0,

LsinA — id + Z coocc A — 10 = 0,

or,

L sin A -{- L cosec A = 20.

And similarly,

i: tan ^ + Z cot J = 20,

L cos A -{- L sec A = 20.

Also,

tan A = sin A
cos A

log tan A = log sin A — log cos A
X tan ^ — 10= Z sin ^ — 10— (Z cog ^—10)

i tan -4 r= Z sin ^ + 10 — L cos A.

By aid of these formulas, if L sin A and L cos A be tabu-

lated from to 45°, the values of the other logaritlimio

functions from to 90° can be formed.
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ArratiRO-
mciit of tho
tibles of
lo^'iiritliiiiic

sinua, &o.

24. In the ordinary tables, these logarithmic sines, cosines,

&o., are given for all angles from 0° to 1)0° at intervals of

one minute, and it will be sufBciont for most purposes to take

out any required angle to tho nearest minute, but if greater

accuracy bo needed, recourse must be had to the principle of

proportional parts already explained in discussing the logar-

ithms of numbers.

The usual arrangement is that the angles from to 45° are

placed at intervals of one degree at the head of the page, the

minutes running down the left-hand column, while the angles

from 45° to 90° are placed at tho foot of the page, and the

minutes run up the right-hand column. IJy this arrange-

ment the same column is used for the sine of an angle and for

tho cosine of its complement; and in the same way for the

tangent and cotangent, and for Becant and cosecant.

25. Since sines and cosines are proper fractions, the tabu-

lar logarithms of them will always be less than 10; and since

secants and cosecants are integers or improper fractions, their

tabular logarithms will always be greater than 10. The log-

arithmic tangents will be less than 10 up to 45°, and after

this will be greater than 10, and the reverse will be the case

for the cotangents. The following table exhibits the changes

as the angle passes from to 00°

:

Bine increases

cosine decreases

tangent increases

cotangent decreases

secant increases

cosecant decreases

from to 1 ; Z sin increases from—=c to 10
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small letter corresponding, the definitions of tbo trigonome-

trical ratios give the following relations

:

sin A = -, or a = c sin A

;

"^^ *'

tan^ = r a=:6tan^;

ieo A = r c=:6seo^j

cos ^ = - b = c C03 A;

cot J. = - i = acot-4;
a

coseo -4 = - c = a cosec yl

:

27. From these relations, any two of the four quantities Two partH

a, b, c, A beino; civen, the other two could bo found by aid ('m-' at least

of the tables of natural sines, cosines, &c. ; and the remain- tiie triiingie

ing angle B, which is fbe complement of A, being thus found suivud.

also, the triangle would be completely determined. Such a

mode of solution would however be inconvenient, as involving

long processes of multiplication, and we shall proceed to dis-

cuss the different cases of the solution of right-angled triangles

by means of the logarithmic tables.

28. Four distinct cases will arise, (1), an angle and a side ;
Four cases

I 11, . ..-V 7 -1 of solution.

(2), an angle and the hypothenuse; (o), the two sides;

(4), a side and the hypothenuse. In cases (1) and (2), it is

indifferent which angle be given, as the other is at once

known. The solution will be effected in each case by picking

out from among the foregoing relations one which connects

the quantity sought for with two quantities which have been

given or found, and it will be noticed that in each case there

will be two of these relations which would serve this purpose.

If one involves a process of addition, and the other a process

of subtraction, we shall always take the former.

Case (1). Given a, A', to find B, b, c. Case i.

B = 90° — A B found, anangl'e

6 = a cot A.
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Case 2.

Tlip 1>yrot>i-
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liiiglu givcu.

Case 3.

Thp two
sides given.

Case 4.

A Bide r.r.l

the Jiypoth-

«iuusu given.
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Taking the lognritluns of both HiJes,

log i = log a -\- log cot A
or

log u = log a -[- Z cot -1 — 10 , b founJ.

c = fi coseo A
or

log c = log a -[- Z fosoc A — It) c found.

Case (II). Given c, A ; to Hivl B, u, l>.

B=:im° — A L:ox\x\^.

a = c sin A^

log a = log' c -\- L sin A — li) a Tound.

hz= c cos Af

log i = log c -|- -^ fi02 A — 10 found.

Case (III). Given a, i; to ua-I .i, Ji, c.

tan A = 7,

log tan A = log a — hrr, '•,

Z tan A — 10 = log :. ] • c;!:- b — 10

and therefore

L tan ^l = log a -[- colog h A found.

^ = 90°—^ .....i/ found.

c z=: a cosec yl,
'

log c =\og a -j- L cosco .4 — 10 c found.

In tliis case it is iudifiFerent wliethcr wo ilctormine A from the

formula tan A =:r. - , or from cot A =;- -. Also there is not among
a

our relationa one connecting c with the given quantities a, b, iid

although we know from Euclid that c* = a- -f- ^^ this formula i.'j :iot

convenient for logarithmic computation, and wo therefore detern.!.io

c by means of A, which though not jiven has bce-i already found.

We might also have determined c by means of c =::; i bee A.

Case (IV). Given a, c; to find A, JJ, h.

Bin A = -,

log sin A = J.
.[J

o — log c

X sin ^ — 10 == log a -j- colog c — 10,

i
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and tlicrcforo

L sin A = log a -(- colog r A found.

J9 = 90" — ^ 7i found.

i = a cot -4

log h = \og a ~\- L cot ^ — 10 b found.

In this case it is iinliirercnt wliether wo dctcrmino A from the

formula sia A = -, or from coseo A =•= -. Also, thoro bo'.n'v nca9

of tiio reiatioiifj wiiicli connects b directly wiHi tho givsa quantities

a, c, it is (letcrniincd by moans of A vvhich I ] ; r/lously been found;

it mif^ht alno liavo been foun(2 frcni t'lO i:;- m' •, i = c ccs^!. It 13

known from Luclid that b* = c' — a", anu '. i.-.!L,ht have thuH boea

found direot';', but tlio fonnuln, la aot ocr.ver.icnt for logarithms.

29. The solution cf an isoscclofi triangle can bo effected by isosroioa

aid cf llio prccciUng; for such a tnunglo ctin be divided by a suivcd.

p:r|icntllcal:ir dropped from the vertex on the base into two

right-angled triangles, equal in all respects, and by solving

these, the parts of the isosceles triangle also are determined.

30. Examples of right-angled triangles. Examples.

Case (1). Given a = 129-5, A = 37° 07'.

J3 = 90° — A.

90° 00'

A = o7° 07'

B r^ 52° 53' (J5 found.)

log i = log a + Z cot yl — 10.

a= 129-5; log a, 2-11227

A = 37° 07'; z'cot A, 10 12105

i=z 171-13; log i, 2-23332 (& found.)

log c = log a 4- iy cosec A — 10.

log a, 2-11227

A = 37° 07'; L cosec A, 10-21937

c = 2H-G1 ; log c, 2-331Gi (c found.)
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Case (II). Given c = 81459, A = 4G° 32'.

B = m° — A.

90° 00'

^ = 46 32

^ = 43° 2S'

log a =z hg c -{- L sin A — 10.

c = 31459 ; log c, 449774

^ = 46°32; L sin 4,9 86080

a = 22832; log a, 4-35854

log b = \ogc -\- L COS A — 10.

log c, 4-49774

^ = 46° 32'; i cos J, 9-83755

{B found.)

(ot found.)

i= 21G42; logi, 4 33529 (h found.)

Case (III). Given a= 2-7039, h = 3-4505.

L t&n A = log a -f- colog h.

a = 2-7039 ; log a, 43199

& = 3-4505 ; colog i, 9-4G212

^=38° 05'; Z tan J, 9-89411

^ = 90° — A.

90° 00'

^ = 88 05'

B = 51° 55'

log c = \og a -]- L cosec A — 10.

(y/ found.)

{B found.)

logo, 0-,^,^

^ = 38° 05'; X cosec J, 10-20985 #
4-3837 logo, 0G4184

(c found.

^

r
1
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ft)und.)

Case (IV). Given a = 21, c = 21'981.

Zf sin ^ = log a -\- colog c.

a = 21 ; log a, 1-32222

c=:2l981; colog c, 8-65795

A —
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of the six ; now the signs of all the lines of the triangle BAC being

&i our disposal, if we were to make them all negative, we shouid have

the same values for all the ratios
; .if we were to make two of ^jem

cegative, we should have four of the ratios with changed sign:;, and

the other two the same, which is the same result as obtained by mak-

ing one only of the lines negative. Hence the latter method r.a being

more simple is adopted, and of the three lines the bano is schct:^ as

the one to be changed, because (as will be seen in the ucst article)

the relations between the slues of a triangle and the ration fcr its

angles can thus be expressed by the same formulas, whatever bo ihe

nature of the triangle.

3-1. "We can now proceed to the discusrion of tri"r.f'-'l:c in

general, to the angles of vbich, whether acute cr chtu^e, our

defiuiticns of the ratios will now apply.

Tho triai-!gle being A B C, the lengtlis of the sides opposite

to the rer.pcctive angles will be denoted by the sxall letters

corresponding. The triangle then is said to have sis pp.rts :

—

namely, the three anjiles, -^1, B, C, and the three sides, «, 5, c.

It is proved by Euclid that when three of these parte ara

given (one of them being a side), the other parts can 09

found. There must therefore be three independent relations

connecting these six ciuantiiie?. One such relation is already

establiohcd by F.uclid, naniely:

A .1. B H- C^ 1C3° ....(1)

Tvro :Lher3 ~c r-roceo-J. tc invcsti.-uto.

Throo indo-
pendent n;-

latioii:; con-
ii'To th'j Eix

j.i'vts ot'iin

oliliiiue tri-

tioii.

Frca: C drop the per.jeud*;;u:u;* 6T en AB ("3,?;.

BA prcdi-cod (fig. 7).

TLca in ihe vi^ht-angled tr":?.:!'-;': CBD,

And :-
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li'l

The other
two.

Another re-

lation fouud
indc'iK'nd-

cntly, but
actually de-

duciblefroiu
the above.

(2)

Deductioa
of certain

general for-

iQulas.

And hence

sin A
^

sin 5 sin C
a l> c

35. From these three relations (1), (2), all others can be

deduced, but for such as we require at present, it will some-

times be easier to give proofs which do not directly depend on

these.

Resuming the figures and construction of the previous pro-

position,

AB = I)B 4- AD, in fig. G.

= B0 cos CBI) -}- AC cos CAD
=^ a cos B -\- b cos A.

Also,

AB = DB — AD, in fig. 7.

= BC cos CBD — AC co^ CAD
= a cos B — b cos (180° — A)

=z a cos B -\- b cos A.

* Hence, universally,

C :=:z a cos B -\- h COS A. (3)

36. Multiplying the respective terms of this equation by

,, , ,. . sin C sin A sin B , , .

the equal quantities , , , we obtamcab
sin C =B\xi A cos B '\- cos A sin i?.

* In tliia formula, writing it

1
a b
- cos i? -|— cos A

,

c c

I

BuppoBe that C is a right angle. Then cos B =~ sin A^

a . b
-=8iuJ,-= COB A, and, making theee 6ub«titution8, it

c c

becomes

1 = (sin J)' -I- (cos yl)2

This is the proof alluded to in page 18, as not depending on

Euclid, B. I. Prop. 47, but in fact being also a proof of that

proposition.
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but C is the supplement of (^A -{- B) ; therefore

sin (A -\- B) = sin ^ cos i^ + cos A sin B (4) (si^^ + n).

37. We can express the sine of the difference of two angles

in a similar way, for, by § 31,

6in(^—i?)=sin
I
IS0°—{A—B) I =sin

|
(180°-^)+5

1

==sin (180° — A) cos B + cos (180° — A) sin B,

= sin A cos B — cos J. sin B (5)
Bm(A- /;).

Also wo can thus express the cosine of the sum of two

angles; for

cos (^+J5)=sin
I
90°—(^+i^) | = sin I (90°—^)—^

|

= sin (90° — A) cos B — cos (90° — A) sin B
= cos -A cos J5 — sin ^ sin ^ (G) co8(iH-:u)

The above proof of the last three formulas restricts the angles xi

and B to have their sum less than 180°. The formulas however are

universal, but it is not necessary to extend them beyond this case, as

it is the only case in which thsir use is at present required.

38. In (4), and (6), putting B =: A, we obtain

J
sin 2A = sin A cos A -j- cos A sin A

= 2 sin A cos A
cos 2A = cos A cos ^1 — sin ^ .sin ^1

= cos '^A — sin -A

and therefore, (since cos -A -\- sin -A z=z 1,)

= 2 cos -^ — 1

or =1 — 2 sin '^A.

Writing JA instead of A, those become

sin ^ = 2 sin J A cos iA, (7)

cos^ = 2cos-i.'l— 1= 1 — 2sin2J^l ...(8)

39. Adding (4) and (5), we obtain

sin (^ -I-
B) + sin (yl — B) =2 sin A cos B,

sin A and
cos A in
terms of
sin i A,
cos i.il.
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COS A in
terms of
a, h, c.

And subtracting (5) from (4),

Bin (^ + i?) — sin {A — B) = 2 cos A sin B.

Dividing the terms of those two equalities, we obtain

sin (A-\-B) -j- sin (A— B) __ 2 sin A cos B
Bin (.4 + i^) — siu {A— B) 2 cos ^ siu B

sin .1
_ sin B

cos yl cos ^
tan A
tan 7?

In this formula, instead of (A + B) write -^, and instead

of {A — B) write B, and thcvofore also instead of A write

i (-4 + B), and instead of i? write ^ {A — B), and we

obtain

sin A -\- B\n B tan J (A -\- B) .q.

sm^ — sin J ~"
tan i (T— i)')

^
'^

40. To express the cosii^e of an angle of a triangle iii terms

of the sides.

Resuming (3),

c =z a cc". .- -|- i cos A.

From the analogy we see Ihht

a =zb C03 C -\- c cos B
i = c cos ^ 4" " cos G

If from these three equations we eliminate cos B and cos C,

the required result will be obtained. Multiplying the first by

c, and the third by h, and then adding; we have

c^ -{- h" = a c cos B -\- a b cos C -{- 2 b c cos A
= a {c cos B -{- I) cos (7) -{- 2 b c cos A
= a^ -j- 2 i c cos ^, (from the second),*

* Written in the form,

a2 _ j2 _{_ cJ _ 2 J c cos ^
this is identical with Euclid p.p 12, 13, ii //; for in fig. (6)

A D := b coa A, and in fig. (7), ^ Z> •= — 6 cos ^, and therefore

BC^ = AC^ + AB^ rp 2 AB. AD,

— or -}- according as A is acute or obtuse.

X
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or,

cos A =
2 b c

.(10)

Analogous expressions can now be written down for cos B
and cos C These expressions are not adapted to logarithmic

calculation, and we therefore proceed to modify them.

41. From (8),

2 sin^ ^ J. = 1 — cos yl

Tlic pre-
vious ex-
pression
modified for

lugarithiuiu

use.

a"

'lb
.from (10)

2bc 1
J J

~
Ibc

_ (a + J — c) (g — ft + c)

2 6c

Again from (8),

2 cos* J -4 = 1 + cos -4

a'

'I be
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tan i Am
terms of
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Solutinn of
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angles.

Four casco

and therefore
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a_j_j — c = 2 (^s — c)

o -\- c — a = 2 (s — a)

c -j- a — i = 2 (s — i).

these become

cos'' \ A =.

be

s (s — a)

be

> rii)

And dividing the former by the latter,

tan^ J A = (iZ-3Ji=l£},
i' (s — a)

or

tan J A -^/ s (s tt)

.(12)

SOLUTION OF OBLIQUE TRIANGLES.

42. Four distinct cases occur in the solution of oblique

triangles, according to the way in which three parts out of

the six which compose the triangle are selected, one at least

of the given parts being a side.

These are,

(1), two angles and a side. (Euclid, B. L Prop. 26.)

(2), the three sides. ( Prop. 8)

- (3), two sides and the included angle. ( Prop. 4)

(4), two sides and an angle not included. ( The

omitted case.)*

* If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the

other, each to each, and have also one angle in each equal, being opposite

to equal sides; then if each of the angles opposite to the other equal sides

be greater than a right angle, or be less than a right angle, or if otie of

them be a right angle, the triangles will be equal in every respect.
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43. Case L Given A, B, a; to find C, J, c.

To find C,

To find 6,

or

C=lSO^-~A-~B (7 found,

sin B sin A
b a

X a sin 5 „• r> i
5 = —, —=a a sin ij cosec A,

Case I.

Two angloa
and a side
given.

Sin A

and takinr; lor];arithms

log & = log a -f iy sin 7?— 10 -}- Zr cosec A
= log a -j- if sin i? -1- 2/ cosec A — 20

from which there is

To find c,

sin G sin J[

c a

19

h found.

or

c = a sin C cosec A
log c = log a -|- i sin C -f- ii cosec A— 20,

from which there is c found.

In this case it is indifferent which of the sides is given, as all three

angles are at once known.

44. Case II. Given a,h,c', to find A, B, Q.

To find A, we have, (where s = J (a+5+c) ),

from (12)

and taking logarithms,

i tan i ^ — 10 = J log
(^—^) (fr^)

s (s

—

a)

= -jflog (s—h) + log (s—c) — log 5 — log (s—a)}

= j{log (s—5)+log (s—-c) -j-colog 8 + colog (s—a)— 20}

Case II.

Tlie threo
sides given.

tan i A =^/^*ifcf)
\ s (s

—

a)
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r

' '
, fr

and therefore

L tan J A=l -j lof];(s—J)-l-log(s—c)-f-colog (s—a)-|-colog s},

from which there is -I J and therefore A found.

By the analogous formula, B can be found and then C
which is 180°—//

—

Ji. It is however better in practice to

find also by its analogous formula, and the sum of the

three angles amounting to 180° will serve as verification.

We might also have used either of the formuhis (11) for sin J A,

cos i A, but that for the tangent is practically preferable. If the

sum of two of the quantities a, h, c, bo not greater than the third,

one of the quantities s—a, i

—

b, s—c, will be negative, and its logar-

ithm imaginary.

Case 3.

Two sidea
aiidtlieiii-

45. Case III. Given a, I, C; to find A, B, c.

To find A, B.

cin A sin B

(a>J).

^.

or

and therefore

a

a

1
sin A
sin B

or

Now

a -\- h sin A -{- sin B
a — h sin ^— sin B

_ljuiJ_M+^)
tau i ^A—B)' ^ ^

tan \ {A—B) == ^~^ tan I (.1+^)-

^ (^ + 7?) = J (180° — C) == 90°—
-J C, and is known ;

also tan h {A -\- B) = cot } O,

and therefore

tan ^ (^— ^) = a

a + 6
cot ^ C,

and taking logarithms,

L tan h (^—^)— 10 = log (a—&) + colog (a -|- h)— 10

-\-L<ioti C — 10,
or



+coIogs},

A found.

nd then C
practice to

um of tho

cation.

for sin J A,
ble. If tho

tho third,

id its logar-

.from (9)

is known

;

J)— 10

Case IV.

L tan i (A—n)=]o>y (//— ^>) |-colo-(a-|-/;)^-Z;cot5C'— 10,

from wliich ' (A—Ji) is Ibund; also A (A'\-/!) boin-r known,

wc have hyaddition and .subtr.iclion A and Ji found.

A having thua been found, wo obtain c from the formula

hiin 6' sin A,
>

c a

c =^ (( sin C coscc .1

log <; = log a -|- L sin -|- Zr coscc yl — ?.0,

((' found,)

in which formula h, Ji might also bo us^jd i-i place of «, ^i.

lu this case, c is known directly in terms of tlie given parts from

C' = </-! 4- i-: _ 2 rt i C03 C,

but this formula is not adapted to logarithmic calculation, and it is

better to find c by aid of ono of the aujlos which have been previously

found.

4G. Case IV. Given A, o, h; to find B, C, c.

In this case tl'.cre are eometimes two triangles which have the anil auiui-In

given partd. For let -1 be acute, and (lig. 8) drop the perpendicular ii"t 'H'liuli'l

CD, which is equal to b sin .1 ; then tlioie can be drawn two lines, i^Ucu. Thi!

each - II, one on each side of CD, and if l)oth these fall (as CB^ , ''^\\!^^ll^^l^l

CB,) on tho right of b, the two triangles ACiiy ACB,, v?ill have the

sr.me three given parts. This i-cquires a to be less than b and greater

than CD ; if however a =:= CD, the two triangles coincide in a right-

angled triangle, and if a be less than CD, no triangle exists having

the given quantities for parts. Also if « --= 6, the triangle ACB,,

vani.shes, and only one is left, and if a bo greater than b, the line

CZ?„ f'dla to the left of b, and tho triangle so formed would not have

the auo;le A, and in this case there is only one triangle.

Again if A bo obtuse (fig. 10), in order that a triangle may exist,

a must be greater than b, and the other line equal to a will fall to

the left of b, so that only one triangle exists.

Collecting these results, we see that, when A is acute, if a<^b sin A,

there is no triangle ; if a—h sin A, there is one only ; if a^h sin A
a'nd <^ b, there are two ; if a = or >i, there is only one, and when

A is obtuse, if « <^ or = b, there is no triangle ; and if a > 6, there

is pne only. If .4 be a right angle, then a must be ^ b, and the

Fig. S.

Fi;;. '.>.

Fi-. 10.



Buliitlon,

two triangles on opposite sides of b arc equal in OTCry respect, and

thorcforo only give the sume triangle in (lilTcrent positions.

The analytical solution which follows will of itself show which of

those varieties occurs in any particular case.

To find B;
Bin B Bin A

6 a

or

sin B h sin A

and taking logarithms

L sin B—10= log 6 -j- colog a—10 -\- L sin A—
whence

L &\n B = log h -f- colog a -\- L sin A — 10.

10,

This gives L sin B^ but as the L sin of an angle is the

same as the L sin of the supplement of that angle, there arc

two angles which have this value of // sin, and hoth mu..i bo

taken. Let 7ii, B, be these two angles, the former being less

than 90° and taken directly from the tables, the latter being

its supplement. Let C*i, Cg bo the corresponding values for

C, so that

C, = 180° — A — B„
a, = 180° — il — B,.

If both these values are positive, two triangles exist.

Let q, Co bo the corresponding values of c. To find them;

sin Ci sin A
Cj a

Ci = a sin Ci cosec 71,

log Ci z= log a -\- L sin Ci -\- L cosec A — 20.

Similarly

log 02 == log a -f- iy sin Co -{- L cosec A — 20.

If the second value of C be or negative, the second

solution has no existence ; and if both values of C are nega-



respect, and

Iw which of

4-10,

10.

glo ia tlio

, there arc

h mu.,£, bo

being less

itter being

values for

Vi5

tivo, no solution exists. Also if tho valuo of L ein B bo

greater than 10, there is no solution.

47. Examples.

Caso I.

Given A = 120° 08', B = 2 P 40', a -= 981-23.

C=180°— ^ — /?.

A — 120° OS'

i?« 24 40

Examples.

t<) iiii'l

V'

i.44 48

180

. 35° 12' (C found.)

log & = log a -]- 7v sin i? -f- i cosec A — 20.

a = 981 •L'.T
; log a 299177

y;= 24°40'; />sin 7i, 9-G2()49

A = 120° 08'; Z cosec yl,100G;,05

i = .l7.']-49; log A, 207531 (/.found.)

k.

St.

nd them;

log c = log rt -f- ^ sin C -{- L cosoc A — 20.

log a, 2!)9177

C== 85° 12'; Ls'inO, 9-7(J075

/> coscc ^, 100G:;05

(• = G.j.T -99
;

log c, 2-81557 (c found.)

!0.

0.

second

re nega-

Case II.

Given a = 753-09, 6

a= 75309
== oo-too

33333, c==GGG-GO.

2s = 175308

(', h, r, ^\v
til lillll



IM

J.

8iB

colog.



Verification.

39



40

•'.[

^,«,fi,given,

to find

S.

c.

tions.

olu-

*L

A, n, h

v'iven, to

ndli.

Case IV.

Ex. (1). Given A = 57° 34', a = 47-979, b = 54-321.

Z sin B = log h -\- colog a -f- Jv sin ^ — 10.

{

h = 54-321
J

a = 47-979
;

il = 57°34';

A =72° 52';

i?o=107°08';

log I, 1-73497

colog a, 8-31895

L sin ^, 9-92G35

L sin i?, 9-98027

C^i 180 — {A+ 5,)

A = 57° 34'

J5i= 72 52

Co

(i>i and B^ found.)

180 — (^ -I- B^)

Z = 57° 34'

B.,= 107 08

Ci = 180°— 130° 20'

= 49° 34'

^2 = 180°— 1G4 42

= 15° 18'.

Hence there are two solutions.

log Ci = log a + Z sin Ci -|- -6 cosec A

a = 47-979 ; log a, 1-G8105

Ci = 49° 34'; L sin Cj, 9-88148

^=z=57°34'; i cosec ^, 1007365

20.

43-2G9
;

log Ci, 1-G3G18 (fi found.)

log Co = log a -j- Z» sin Co + -^ cosec A — 20.

log a, 1- 08 105

a = 15° 18' J L sin a, 0-42139

i cosec A, 10073G5

Ca =: 15

;

log Co, 1-17G09

(oo found.)

Ex. (2). Given A = 49° AV, a == 3231, b — 21-808.

J. sin i? = log 5 + colog a + ii sin -4 — 10.
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^li3 G3conc'. solution docs not exis

A, 0, 6 given
to liud li.

3x. (5). aiven A == 1G3^ 24', a =42, Z» = 53-004.

ii sin 5 = log I -\- colog a + -^ sin yi — 10.

i = 53004; log J, 1-72431

a = 42 ; colog a, 8-37075

A = 163°24'; L sin ^, 9-45589

{

i?,= 2].°08'; X sin i?, 9 -55605

i5..=158°52':

c.

A = 103° 24'

i»\ = 21° 08'

C;^ = 180°- (^f-l-.?,)

A =163° 24'

i5o=15S<' 52'

No Bolu-

tioii.

Ci=lSO°— 184° 32'

IT: solution exists.

C!,==1S0°—322 IG

42. Expressions for the area of a triangle.

The area of It is provcd by Euclid {B I. prop. 41) that tlie area of a

triangle is half that of a rectan^'-o having the same base and

height. Now the number of squa'c units in the area of a

rectangle is equal to the product of the numbers of linear

units in the base and height respectively, which is briefly

expressed by saying that the area of a rectangle is the product

of the base and height. Hence the area of a triangle is half

the product of its base and height.

Fig. 6, 7.
In fig. 6, 7, area of triangle ABC

= i ^127. CD,
= J c J sin -4

= J i c sin u4.

Again

Gin yl = 2 sin i A oca } A .from (7)
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I

(s _ h) (,s - c) I s_(s_2iJi)..,evoui (11)

=^\— he ^'4 ^-

01

.

Therefore the area

i

TRIANGLES FOR YEUIFICATION.

«^ 16-39, ^-2B-9G2 ^^= ^^J^,
^=.19^08', 7i- 28° .8', C=l- 1^

_ oors-74 6 = 403o8, c - 25010

_ 000-88 h =333 33, c =479 79

^ ^ 21° 10', i? = 35° 51', C - 1- •
^

- 7-rvn6 & = 3-3342, c = 6GGGG

y,=.Cr3C-, ^=26°1G', J= 0- U

„= 4797-9, &= 5432-3, c=loOO

1=57°34', iJ=10T°08',
C^loHS

__lo'>r) 6=34516, c= 45324

^I'e±^ ^=24°52', (7=UG°29

= G2-09

a = 20C,

il= 40°,
9° 03'

ji= 8° 30', Jl

ooir, h = GO-5-i-, c

"^iZ^tr, £=1<8"0G', C=S»10'

J =235, c=4S-9-12

01 .\ 7, = 227, c

„ = 10-1032, I,
= 15-2000, c= U.C884

= 13-t

(7= Gr ow





APPENDIX

H

FOxlMULAS, &c.

log 10 = 1, logl=0,logO = -cc.

log (at) = log «+ leg 6.

log - = log a— iog h.

b

log a" =^ w log a.

1

logYa= -log«.

Any trigonometncal ratio of an angle is the co-ratio of tbe

complement.

Bin A 1

-
j^

sin A
A

J. A fnq A = -^i
taa A=

. -, tan A — —rj, cos ^ — ^»
cosec ^ <^°^ -^

C03 -4.

sin"J. + °08"^ = l.

8in30o=i,co3 30°=l^,tan45°=l.

As the angle changes from to 90°

'^^Z^^^m Oto 1; L sin increases from- a to 10

tan
0...a;itan - +
1 ...oc; isec J""^
1 ... 0; L cos decreases 10.. — a

a... 0; icot + °'"Tr°'

sec

cos decreases

cot

cosec

a... o; ^cot --
o: ... 1; i^ cosec + « •• i"

L tan 45°= 10= i cot 45°.

In a right-angled triangle, C the right angle,

.==osin^; a^^tau^; 6 = ocos.l; 5=acot.4; c = 5sec.l;

c= a cosec A-

I



7''.

4G

Bid A = sin (180°—^), cosec A = coscc {^80"—A) ;

LBmA = L sin (180°—yl), L cosec A =L coscc (180°—^

;

003 -4 =— COS (180°—^), sec^ — - scc(180°—J)

;

tan A =— tan(180"—^), cot ^ =— cot (180°—^).

General formulas,

s'm{A-\-B) — sin ^ COS 2? -f cos ^ sin 2? (4)

sin (4 — B) = sin ^ cos i* — cos ^ sin i? (5)

cos(il-l--B) =co3^cosi?— sin .4 sin i? (G)

Bin A = 2 sin J ^ cos J .4 (7)

cos A =2 cos'-' J ^_1=:1_2 sin- i A (8)

sin A + sin D tan ^ (.4 -|- B) ^q»

sin A — sin i^ tau | (4— B)

In any triangle ALC,

A + B-\-C^l80° (1)

sin A sin B sin G /^v

a o c '

c= a cos B-\-b coa A (3)

a^— b^-^c'- — 2bccQ3A ^

i-;
I

c2— a2 I (10)
COS A =—I t

2 6c )

-M=V-^—
I ^„,

«nj.l= J'i--JI<lZ-Ji) (,2)^ s{s — a)

tan|(4 —B)= ^^^ cot * C.

Area of triangle= \ (base X height)

= ^ b c Bin A
= ]/ { « (s —• «) {s — b)s— c) I.
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Circumference of a circle of radius r= 2;rr.

Area Trr'

IT is an incommensurable quantity of which an approximate value

is _; and a still more approximate, 3'141o9.

7

Length of arc in a circle (radius r) which subtends an angle of A
A

degrees at the centre ~
jqq

•'*•

Angle subtended at the centre of a circle (i-adius r) by an arc of

180° I

length l^- X -
TT T

Length of arc in a circle (radius r) subtending at the centre an

angle of 1°= -^r= (-01745) X ''•

Angle subtended at the centre of a circle by an arc whoso length

180°
18 equal to the radius = = 57° -29578.

TT

Sin V = 0000291 ^ tan V.

Sin I''' = 0-000004848 = tan 1''.

Surface of a sphere (radius r) = ^vr\

Volume =f'r'"''

Volume of a pyramid or cone = J [base X tsiijJii).

<*;
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